SELCC in association with RationalFX presents:
An evening of drinks, canapés
and a discussion on Brexit
RationalFX is a leading global payments and foreign currency provider based in London’s Canary Wharf, specialising in competitive exchange rates and the highest level of service.
THE PANEL

William Anderson Jones
Head of UK Corporate Dealing
William has a depth of experience in working in Corporate Foreign Exchange and International Payments. Having worked at Raphael's Bank and Cambridge Global Payments for a number of years and now RationalFX, William, heads up the UK Corporate Dealing function. William manages currency exposure in excess of £0.5bn annually for over 1,000 business clients across the globe.

Joshua Nagenthiran
UK Corporate Dealer
Joshua has a wealth of experience in Corporate Foreign Exchange providing FX product solutions and strategies for small businesses to PLCs. Joshua manages currency exposure in excess of £0.3bn annually for over 500 business clients across the globe.

George Roberts
UK Corporate Dealer
George has a wealth of experience in Corporate Foreign Exchange providing FX product solutions and strategies for small businesses to PLCs. George manages currency exposure in excess of £150m annually for over 200 business clients across the globe.
**BREXIT EVENTS - TIMELINE**

- **Announcement of EU Referendum**: 18 Feb 2016
- **UK votes to leave EU; fall in Sterling is biggest one day fall ever**: 23 Jun 2016
- **Supreme Court rules Parliament must vote on triggering Article 50**: 24 Feb 2017
- **Article 50 is triggered; two year negotiating begins**: 29 Mar 2017
  - **BREXIT negotiations between UK and EU begin**: May 2017
  - **EU 27 meet to discuss BREXIT**: 29 Apr 2017
- **Parliament votes to trigger Article 50**: 13 Mar 2018
- **UK Election**: 8 Jun 2018
- **EU 27 agree Britain’s withdrawal agreement**: 25 Nov 2018
- **May is defeated by MPs; majority of 230**: 15 Mar 2019
- **EU Summit: approve/reject framework for trade deal**: 19-19 Oct 2019
- **UK ends membership of EU & enters transition period**: 29 Mar 2020
- **Transition period ends and new relationship begins**: 31 Dec 2020
1. Can Theresa May get her WA through Parliament?
2. What will happen to the Pound?
3. What are the chances of a second referendum?
4. Will there be a general election?
5. Further implications to the EU
ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS?
Today we have demonstrated the challenges the UK has been through and the challenges that still lie ahead with Brexit.
The impact on financial markets has already been clear.
In unpredictable times it is important to manage your currency exposure and risks.

Speak to one of the panel today to find out how we can help your business.